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Abstract – The highlighted mathematical content of the student's mathematical training based on the construction of a graph of the logical structure of three disciplines of the curriculum allows you to organize the study at the level of elementary portions of educational material. The formation value in society’s life is mostly determined by the role which is played by people's skills, experiences, abilities, opportunities for development of professional and personal characteristics in the societal development.

The given course prepares future primary school teachers to develop an optional subject system for developing creativeness of students during mathematical lessons. But, this is carried out mostly during optional lessons. On optional lessons a teacher relies on time less and students feel themselves more independently and have communicative relations with each other.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The technology for constructing an indicative basis of actions was developed in the theory of educational cycles of school education. It shows how to organize the stage-by-stage mental activity of a student to acquire mathematical knowledge right in the classroom. How to organize thematic repetition of school mathematics in university preparation courses has been shown in our previous studies [7]. And how should one determine the child's adequate activity based on picture tasks?

The kid on the drawing should be led with a story, a fairy tale, history, indicating the guidelines for the step-by-step development of the mathematical image and the formation of intellectual skills and abilities. By providing the child with an indicative basis for mental actions, we eliminate the variety of intermediate stages, which means we eliminate the errors characteristic of each of them, and reduce the time to solve the problem. Orientation helps to identify the stepwise transformation of perceptual and mental actions. Thanks to the indicative action base, it is easy to perform step-by-step control and ensure the baby's transition to self-control.

Consider a problem with an indicative action framework provided. Over the past thirty ears, many reforms have been carried out in the education of intellectually, physically perfect youth. Mathematics is identified as one of the priority areas for the development of science in our country in 2020. Over the past period, a number of systematic works have been carried out aimed at raising mathematical science to a qualitatively new level.

II. MAIN PART

In order to further improve the system of teaching mathematical science at all levels of education, to support the effective work of teachers, to expand the scale and practical importance of scientific research, strengthen ties with the international community, and also fulfill the tasks identified in the State Program for the Implementation of the Five-Step
Action Strategy priority areas of development of the Republic of Uzbekistan in 2017 - 2021 in the "Year of the development of science, education and the digital economy"[1]:

Identify the priority areas of improving the quality of education, the development of scientific research and the implementation of scientific developments in the field of mathematics:

- The Introduction Of Modern Pedagogical Technologies For The Formation Of Initial Mathematical Representations In Preschool Children On The Basis Of Advanced Foreign Experience;
- Improving The Quality Of Teaching Mathematical Sciences In General And Secondary Special Educational Institutions, The Development In The Regions Of Specialized Schools With In-Depth Study Of Mathematics, As Well As The Creation Of New Schools;
- The Development Of A System Of Training And Retraining Of Mathematics Personnel, In Particular In Schools Located In Rural Areas, The Improvement Of Textbooks And Teaching Aids In Mathematics;
- Identification Of Talented Youth, Ensuring Its Successful Participation In Republican And International Mathematics Olympiads And Winning Prizes;
- The Creation And Implementation Of An Educational Online Platform, Increasing The Effectiveness Of The Distance Education System, Introducing Mechanisms To Ensure The Transparency Of The Assessment System;
- Implementation Of The National Certification System For Assessing The Level Of Knowledge In Mathematics, Increasing Classes And Improving The Quality Of Education In Mathematics In The Relevant Areas And Specialties Of Higher Education;
- Ensuring Continuous Communication With The Production Of Scientific Research In The Field Of Mathematics, The Development Of Applied Mathematics And The Development Of Mathematical Solutions Based On Modeling Problems In Economic Sectors;
- Support For Talented Young People Studying And Engaged In Scientific Research, Development Of Relations With Foreign Higher Educational Institutions And Scientific Organizations In The Field Of Mathematics;
- Stage-By-Stage Bringing Of Scientific And Educational Organizations Of Our Country To The Level Of Leading World Scientific Centers In Mathematics.

Preparation of future primary school teachers, improvement of their efficiency are necessary for the serious attitude of young students' towards the determination of their way of independently thinking and the goals of life. That’s why, it is very important to inculcate into students’ mind right norms of social relationships and an imagination about criteria which will protect them from taking unprecedented actions [1-3].

The basic principles of intellectual (scientific) development: the definition of types of intellectual activity as a subject of special assimilation, adequate visuality, provision of indicative foundations of mental actions, adequate operation on demand of pictures - different from new conceptual approaches to the formation of elementary mathematical concepts in young children.

In accordance with the new concept, the content and methods of teaching students have been adjusted. The results of the correction are reflected in the programs "Bolajon", "Ilk qadam". Experiment takes 2017-2020. In the city of Tashkent, Gulistan, Temez, Bukhara, Feragana and other cities of Uzbekistan.

Starting this research, we set ourselves the goal: to develop and substantiate a conceptual approach to the formation of elementary mathematical concepts in young children.

Analysis of scientific mathematical, psychological and methodological literature on the problem of the formation of elementary mathematical representations in preschool children and primary school children, mathematical education programs for children in kindergarten and primary school, training programs for the future educator and primary school teacher in terms of mathematics made it possible to develop and substantiate a set provisions defining a conceptual approach to teaching young children. The content of the child's intellectual development is corrected as scientific, as a result of learning in the logic of science with the help of adequate visibility and presentation of the indicative basis of actions. The principle of adequate
The highlighted mathematical content of the student’s mathematical training based on the construction of a graph of the logical structure of three disciplines of the curriculum allows you to organize the study at the level of elementary portions of educational material. A test can serve as an objective measure for assessing the quality of knowledge. Obtaining the required coefficient of assimilation of knowledge is an objective result (goal) of assimilation of theoretical knowledge, which is specified when organizing control in the traditional way at exams and tests.

The real educational process of a pedagogical university considers lectures and classroom practical exercises to be the main form of education. Traditional teaching methods are used in organizing the educational process in effective didactic systems. A distinctive feature of such an organization is stable and long-term feedback and a directed information process. This is ensured by a system of developed teaching aids, including textbooks and teaching aids; mathematical dictations; notebooks with a printed base; cards of general and individual tasks; graphic and settlement and graphic works; control sections; tests, etc.

The efficiency of using the fundamentals of subjects learnt by students at universities in practice requires the following conditions:

- Making preparation for the developing pedagogical culture in students;
- Preparing high-qualified primary school teachers, satisfying personal interests, developing trust;
- Induce internal motivation and interest to learn
- Legislation documents should be respected; train qualifications and experience; motivate students to fight against having no education.
- Work out the directions of methodic readiness of future primary school children which contributes to the development of students as creative persons.

Solving these problems contributes to the developing great mathematical ideas within the school mathematics, enriching mathematical factology with humanitarian domains, finding various examples to mathematical information, the abstract appearance of mathematics in the environment, linking it with human activity, especially, with students’ one, observing existing, but rarely coming out mathematical cases, which are beautiful and interesting cases.

It means that in developing professional, especially, methodic skills and experience practice works and its appropriate didactic formation teach to think logically and creatively, analyze cases and facts, establish one’s independent own work, helps to show good results at
education process, gives an intellectual character to the whole studying and learning process.

One of the main directions of our conception compiles of determination of the meaning of the course “Mathematical methodic” which is linked to the mathematics of primary school; determination of connection of methodical and mathematical education; encourage individual approach of primary school teachers to teaching mathematics; acquiring mathematical scientific research methods by primary school teachers; training teachers to choose mathematical materials which help students to acquire new information; the problems connected with acquisition of an experience by primary school teachers which helps to form a whole understanding about the environment which contributes to the development of a creative student.

The program on the subject of “the Methodic of Teaching Mathematics” was renewed; first time when in our Republic a textbook called “Lab Practices on the Methodic of Teaching Mathematics” has been published. It contains such skills which enriched with such ideas as by humanizing the meaning of education, an idea of new primary education which develops creative primary schoolchildren. For acquiring new skills by lab practice way, future primary school teachers using alternative methods of solving problems, will get to know their efficiency, sensitivity, their descriptive character, and reliance and when working with children they rely on those methods. They base students’ activities on their individual character, subjective experience and descriptive quality [5].

Primary school children are considered to be a subject who has preliminary creative characteristics. Developing a schoolchild as a creative person requires taking into account the synthesized period of the development of the quality of creative character or its components. In teaching primary schoolchildren mathematics acquiring an individual approach by conditions is a warranty of developing a creative person with maximum efficiency.

Teachers’ knowledge on psychological and pedagogical fundamentals of teaching primary schoolchildren mathematics helps to develop the operations of thinking in students provides a conscious approach of teachers in solving problems connected with the ways of thinking and acquiring in students. This in turn, contributes to the development of a student as a creative person. In particular, it is very important to educate pedagogues the methodic of teaching schoolchildren some significant primary mathematical conceptions, teaching them to think appropriately, developing skills, solving alternative problems.

Choosing the material which helps a primary schoolchild to imagine the material thoroughly, understand it and bring it to light is based on the followings:

- By the ways of checking the object to teach him/her to think versatile and by the means of plans, to use different methods of analysis in solving problems;
- Teaching the object to choose and solve the problems which require conscious changing; to create a new object (deeply thinking about the meaning);
- Teaching to create such problems which require getting information from other sources, using different types of activity, using direct and indirect way of thinking together, looking through different cases, using different methods of accomplishment;
- In working with students to teach primary school pedagogues the transfer of real items to geometric models, to carry out the transfer from those models to undefined geometric items, to study space figures, to develop unique forms of activity; to teach the methodic of solving problems connected with dividing the figures into parts and making up different figures from those parts, to teach to divide items into parts consciously and making up a whole item from those parts.
- Preparing pedagogues to teach students conscious operations, ways of thinking, e.g. using them in obtaining information, developing reflection, e.g. understanding motivation for obtaining information in children.

During every lesson for efficient development of students besides the main subjects, knowing the identified domain unofficially is required. Talking about unofficial knowledge, we mean not only knowing thoroughly the chosen mathematical module, but also understanding its professional value, believing into the efficiency of the primary schoolchildren’s learnt materials. Special and elective courses are considered to be the main component part of teaching mathematics. In identifying the themes of supplementary courses, we rely on the analysis of the meaning of mathematics of primary course, methodic of teaching mathematics, the analysis of the meaning of mathematical courses in primary schools, the tendency of renewing and completing the mathematical courses, taking the Governmental Standards into account, professional activity of a future primary school teacher. Special courses and optional courses for students: “Activities and Their Introduction”, “The Methodic of teaching students making up geometric items”, “Solving Non-Standard Problems as the
Development of Students’ Creativeness”. These are used by future primary school teachers for working out compositional optional subjects[6].

The given course prepares future primary school teachers to develop an optional subject system for developing creativeness of students during mathematical lessons. But, this is carried out mostly during optional lessons. On optional lessons a teacher relies on time less and students feel themselves more independently and have communicative relations with each other. Our special courses and optional courses help a student to acquire needed methodic-mathematical preparation.

The system of optional science of this special course compiles of three goals: 1) increases mathematical degree, enlarges the volume of skills integrated on the special course of mathematics; 2) increases the methodic fundamental, acquires methodic skills; 3) the material of this special course should be connected with the primary school mathematical course, the ways of acquiring, as for the ways of acquiring them, they should be linked to the methodical ways used in primary schools. Preparation for working out the system of extra classes based on the learnt materials which are connected with a whole mathematical idea which contains the elements of innovation and as much as possible the ones of history, aesthetics and which has various applications and acquired skills help primary school teachers to accomplish it.

In the system of preparing primary school teachers within the primary educational faculties on special and elective courses one should pay much attention to geometry. Its main characteristics are compiled of the followings: relying on the visual way of thinking, imagining with the help of space, imagination, intuition, a student’s methodic-mathematical preparation:

- It requires a non-standard approach to solving geometric problems;
- Solving geometric problems by the means of geometric instruments. This is of a great importance, because, a teacher usually does not have time for such things; so, the development of geometric imagination in students is carried out with the help of practical activity;
- Working with geometric instruments contributes to the formulation of practical skills in students. Here their feeling and aesthetic activities are considered to be a fundamental. Moreover, working with geometric instruments increases students’ interest;
- Actually studying geometric materials compiles of an imagination which helps students to connect life experience and intuition, different feelings (from the feeling of having knowledge up to the feeling happy to know it), with non-mathematical spheres and the imagination which is known to a student in routine life ( nature, living conditions, the environment, the world, music, dance, applications, carpets, colorful paper and etc.). Materials for teaching children have been developed in line with the new conceptual approach. Experimental and experimental work of students with children on books and sets of didactic games was carried out.

In the course of the research, the essence of the theoretical and methodological components of student training was highlighted as a set of provisions that determine the conceptual approach to teaching. The student's mathematical training is understood as a movement from the formal existence of theory and methodology to an organically holistic combination of mathematical and methodological lines. The criterion for the mathematical preparedness of a graduate student for pedagogical activity is the level assessment of his professional qualities: worldview, skill, behavior. Materials for teaching children have been developed in line with the new conceptual approach. Experimental and experimental work of students with children on books and sets of didactic games was carried out.

In the course of the research, the essence of the theoretical and methodological components of student training was highlighted as a set of provisions that determine the conceptual approach to teaching. The student's mathematical training is understood as a movement from the formal existence of theory and methodology to an organically holistic combination of mathematical and methodological lines. The criterion for the mathematical preparedness of a graduate student for pedagogical activity is the level assessment of his professional qualities: worldview, skill, behavior.

Designing an effective educational process using a complete system of developed teaching aids that ensure the teacher's work in didactic monosystems at lectures and practical classes, guarantees the assimilation of knowledge at the level of algorithmic activity. To bring a student to the level of creativity, it is necessary to use integral technologies.

The prerogative is given to the organization of independent work of students. They build graphs of logical structures of variadic and alternative programs; make up tests for kids and schoolchildren; make up picture tasks; develop didactic games; design albums with educational tasks; come
up with computer games; prepare reports and abstracts; keep diaries of observations when teaching children; describe their teaching experience, etc. Some of the students write term papers and qualification papers, publish articles in collections of scientific papers. For effective teaching of students, educational materials have been developed, including the textbook "Mathematics".

The development of an integral system of student's mathematical training served as the basis for methodological recommendations on how to build a system of integrated training in any subject.

In accordance with the new concept of the formation of elementary mathematical concepts in young children, the content and methods of teaching students have been adjusted, a monograph and a book for parents and educators have been published.

In the course of the study, all the tasks were solved: scientific mathematical, psychological, pedagogical and methodological literature, mathematical education programs in kindergarten and elementary school, training programs for a student of the faculty of primary grades and preschool education in terms of disciplines of the mathematical cycle were analyzed; developed and substantiated a set of provisions defining a conceptual approach to teaching children; scientific and methodological support for teaching children in line with a new conceptual approach has been developed, the essence of the theoretical and methodological components of the student's mathematical training has been identified and substantiated; the content and methods of teaching students have been adjusted in accordance with the new concept of the formation of elementary mathematical concepts in young children. Designing an effective educational process using a complete system of developed teaching aids that ensure the teacher's work in didactic monosystems at lectures and practical classes, guarantees the assimilation of knowledge at the level of algorithmic activity. To bring a student to the level of creativity, it is necessary to use integral technologies.

Thanks to the orienting basis of actions, the child masters the logic of actions and reasoning. He recognizes object images, compares, establishes their similarity, distinguishes or identifies, compares, compares, analyzes (the whole splits into parts), performs synthesis (makes up the whole from parts), draws an analogy, abstracts (from insignificant features), classifies, generalizes. His logical thinking develops. In this case, mental structures are formed involuntarily, gradually.

A.M. Matyushkin notes that the problem of using psychological patterns of thinking in order to improve teaching methods is often replaced by the problem of "teaching thinking", teaching general methods, logical methods of thinking. But the assimilation of the methods of thinking themselves occurs all the same in accordance with the psychological laws of assimilation. The development and improvement of teaching methods, including logical methods of thinking, depends on the extent to which they correspond to the psychological laws of the assimilation process.

In our case, the learning process is adequate to the mathematical image, the child does not learn anything mechanically. The volume of his memory is growing, interest in mastering concepts, mental reactions are fast and critical, imagination becomes creative. All mental processes in general develop.

Teaching a child on intellectual (scientific) tasks on the basis of adequate visualization with the provided indicative basis of actions, we will define as the principle of adequate operation.

Adequate operation on picture tasks develops the ability to work with concentration for a long time, listen to the teacher, follow the course of his reasoning, and bring the work started to the end. The concentration of attention generated by the orientational basis of mental actions causes the polarization of attention. Making up its orienting basis for mental and perceptual actions, the child essentially experiments, actively explores, which in turn activates his attention and mental activity, contributes to their long-term and effective unification - “polarization” (M. Montessori). The prerogative is given to the organization of independent work of students. They build graphs of logical structures of variadic and alternative programs; make up tests for kids and schoolchildren; make up picture tasks; develop didactic games; design albums with educational tasks; come up with computer games; prepare reports and abstracts; keep diaries of observations when teaching children; describe their teaching experience, etc. Some of the students write term papers and qualification papers, publish articles in collections of scientific papers. For effective teaching of students, educational materials have been developed, including the textbook "Mathematics".

The development of an integral system of student's mathematical training served as the basis for methodological recommendations on how to build a system of integrated training in any subject.

In accordance with the new concept of the formation of elementary mathematical concepts in young children, the
content and methods of teaching students have been adjusted, a monograph and a book for parents and educators have been published.

In the course of the study, all the tasks were solved: scientific mathematical, psychological, pedagogical and methodological literature, mathematical education programs in kindergarten and elementary school, training programs for a student of the faculty of primary grades and preschool education in terms of disciplines of the mathematical cycle were analyzed; developed and substantiated a set of provisions defining a conceptual approach to teaching children; scientific and methodological support for teaching children in line with a new conceptual approach has been developed, the essence of the theoretical and methodological components of the student's mathematical training has been identified and substantiated; the content and methods of teaching students have been adjusted in accordance with the new concept of the formation of elementary mathematical concepts in young children.

The requirements to the created special course are the followings:

1. In studying the mathematical course relying on the informative material.
2. The fundamental of this special course should include one of the leading mathematical ideas.
3. The chosen idea should correspond to primary school.
4. The special course should be professionally valuable for a student.
5. The meaning of the special course should be practically directed.
6. In the special course the connection knowledge with other spheres especially, with the spheres which are not concerned to mathematics should be considered.
7. The meaning of the special course should be important not only for the meaning of factual materials, but also in the methodic-mathematical preparation of a student the intellectual activities, (intellectual operations, the ways of thinking, the ways of intellectual activity), other methodic ways (for giving examples to mathematical conceptions using guide-books, the elements of role-playing, cases of “or-or” and etc.).
8. In the acquiring the special course the taken preparation should determine the variation system of compositional subjects for students which carries out the aim of teaching, methods, ways, and means.
9. Within the framework of the special course endowment of future primary school teachers with the efficient accomplishment of high-school diploma and master’s degree works should be provided.
10. The professional who wants to establish the special courses should provide the preparation of future primary teachers.

III. CONCLUSION

Firstly, in the special course the lack of the proportion of geometric materials is connected with the usage of different ways in teaching it and the importance of developing a creative person. In using geometric materials a child relies on the intuition of understanding the world, his/her subjective experience, and the development of objective components of thinking. The objective component of thinking is considered to be the main, and it is used for the progressive development of theoretical discussion. Secondly, connections with the idea of special integrated course, including other spheres of mathematics, such things as imagination, fantasy appear which concern to a child. So, it includes in the theory of changing some problems of the conception, constructive geometry, and non-standard problems.
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